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Activity Disclaimer

The material presented here is being made available by the DPC Summit Co-organizers for educational purposes only. This material is not intended to represent the only, nor necessarily best, methods or processes appropriate for the practice models discussed. Rather, it is intended to present statements and opinions of the faculty that may be helpful to others in similar situations.

Any performance data from any direct primary care practices cited herein is intended for purposes of illustration only and should not be viewed as a recommendation of how to conduct your practice.

The DPC Summit Co-Organizers disclaim liability for damages or claims that might arise out of the use of the materials presented herein, whether asserted by a physician or any other person. While the DPC Summit Co-Organizers have attempted to ensure the accuracy of the data presented here, these materials may contain information and/or opinions developed by others, and their inclusion here does not necessarily imply endorsement by any of the DPC Summit Co-Organizers.

The DPC Summit Co-Organizers are not making any recommendation of how you should conduct your practice or any guarantee regarding the financial viability of DPC conversion or practice.
Faculty Disclosure

It is the policy of the DPC Summit Co-Organizers that all individuals in a position to control content disclose any relationships with commercial interests upon nomination/invitation of participation. Disclosure documents are reviewed for potential conflict of interest (COI), and if identified, conflicts are resolved prior to confirmation of participation. Only those participants who had no conflict of interest or who agreed to an identified resolution process prior to their participation were involved in this CME activity.

All faculty in a position to control content for this session have indicated they have no relevant financial relationships to disclose.

The content of this material/presentation in this CME activity will not include discussion of unapproved or investigational uses of products or devices.
Do You Ever Feel Like This?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQCG2AwzTxA
AES Question
aafp3.cnf.io
Why Are You Here?

*In translation: Why Does FFS Suck?*

a) burnout  
b) disgust  
c) ungratified  
d) unhappy  
e) depressed  
f) lack of control  
g) ALL OF THE ABOVE!
What From The Prior Slide Makes You Ill?

*In translation: Why Does FFS Suck….Again?*

- Coding
- MACRA/MIPS or other Alphabet Soup
- Prior Authorizations
- Administrators
- 10 minute visits if you are lucky
- ALL OF THE ABOVE!
"It is amazing that people who think we cannot afford to pay for doctors, hospitals, and medication, somehow think that we can afford to pay for doctors, hospitals, medication, and a government bureaucracy to administer it." – Thomas Sowell
Miracles Can Happen
AES Question
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Where Do You Want to Be?

*In translation: Let Us Lead You*

a) practice medicine….not insurance  
b) have time to spend with patients and care  
c) patients over paperwork  
d) crazy is staying in a system that is crazy  
e) be gratified by doing what you trained to do  
f) control your own schedule and environment  
g) ALL OF THE ABOVE!
YOU CAN DO IT!!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qztuEucrNBc
Questions?

Submit your questions to: aafp3.cnf.io

Don’t forget to evaluate this session!
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